Sato [4] has defined a struotur« similar to the almost contaot structture named as a para-oontaot struoture in a differentiate manifold. The almost r-oontaot hyperbolia struoture in a product manifold has been defined and studied b^ Dube and Nivas [l]. The aim of the present paper is to define and stud; almost para-r oontaot structure manifold* We have also defined the Nijenhuis tensor of this struoture and almost para-r contaot Riemannian manifold and established some results.
Introduction
Let M n+r be a differentiable manifold of class C°° . Let <t > be a (1,1) tensor field defined on M n+r of rank n+r, satisfying
then M is called an almost product manifold [2] , [5] . Let G be a Riemannian metric in M n+r . Let us put [5] .
Let V be the Riemannian connection in the almost product Riemannian manifold M n+r . If (1.4) V^<l>= 0, then M n+r is called an almost product, almost decomposable manifold [2] , [5] .
Let on M n+r , there exist an (1,1) tensor field F of class C~ , r contravariant vector fields U 1 ,U 2 ,...,U r of class C°° and r, 1-forms u^ug,...,!^ of class 0°° satisfying r J2. for an arbitrary vector field X on M n+r »n+r Then we say that has an almost para-r contact structure in a produot n+i 1 manifold, and H is an almost para-r contact manifold.
For an almost para-r contaot struoture, the following relations hold; good
where S denotes the Kronecker delta. Proof. Premultiplying and post-multiplying (1.5)a) by F, and using (1. Let M Q+r be also endowed with a Riemannian metrio tensor g satisfying r
Then the manifold M n+r , with Riemannian metrio tensor g defined by (1*8) will be called an almost para-r contact Riemannian manifold.
Re placing T by U p in (1.8) and using (l..5)b), and d.7)a) we get (1.9) Up(X) = g(X, U p ).
Again putting T « I in (1.8) and making use of (l.5)a) and
Now substituting X « U* 3 in (1.10) and-using (l.5)b) we have
Thus In view of (1.11) equation (1.10) becomes
Let us define a 2-form 'F as (1.13) 'P(X.y) = g(X,Y).
In consequenoe of (1.12) and (1.13) we have
Henoe 1 F(X,Y) is symmetric in X and Y.
Also in view of (1.12) and (1.13)» we have
Again by virtue of (1.7), (1.8) and (1.13) we obtain
Thus 'F is pure in the two slots. Theorem 1.2.
In an almost para-r contact Riemannian manifold U , the following relations hold good r r a)
Proof.
In consequenoe of (1.5)a) we have r r
Bat in view of (1.8) and (1.12), we have
By virtue of equations (1.17) and (1.18) we have (1.l6)a). Similarly (l.l6)b) can be proved.
Nijenhuis tensor
The Nijenhuis tensor N of F is given by
We have the following relationi r
Proof. Prom (2.4), we have
Making use of (1.5)a) we obtain r _____ r .
p=1 Again using (1.5)a) we get, r (2.5)
The Theorem follows from (2.2), (2.4) and (2.5). Corollary 2.1. We have
Putting Y = U s in (2.3) and using (l.5)b) and (1.7)a) we have the result. Theorem 2.2.
Than, we have
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows on the pattern of the proof of Theorem 2. 
The proof follows easily, in view of (l.5)b), (l.3)a) and (2.12). The proof follows by virtue of (1.5) and Proof. Substituting X by U s in (2.14) and using (l.5)b) and (1.7)a), we get the result. Theorem 2.5* A neoessary oondition for the para-r oontact manifold to be oompletely integrable is that the following condition holds good r (2. Proof. The para-r contaot manifold is integrable if the Hijenhuis tensor vanishes. Thus by putting N(U S ,Y) = 0 in (2.15) the theorem follows. Theorem 2.6. In order that the para-r contaot struoture be integrable, it is neoessary that one of the following conditions holds: r (2.17)
(2.2).
The proof follows easily.
3. Almost para-r contact Riemannian manifold Theorem 3.1.
In an almost para-r contact Riemannian manifold, we have
Proof. We have
Substituting Y by U p and using (l.5)b) we get,
This implies that
Thus (3.1)a) follows. T h e'o r e m 3.2.
The hypersurfaoe of an almoBt product Riemannlan manifold with {<1>,g}-structure is an almost para-r contact Riemannlan manifold with the structure {*» 8» U p , up, (p»1,2,...,r)} if and only if, r (3.2) a) <|>BX = BX + ^ u pU)H P , for XeT*+r-1' P-1 where T*+r_1 is the tangent bundle of Mn+r_1 and
where B is the Jaoobian map of the corresponding immersion map [2] b 1 M n+r-1 "" M n+r* 'Proof. We put the transforms of BX and N p by <J>, as (3.2)a) and (3.3) <t>N P = BU P + cxll p , a. being some real number. Preoperating (3.2)a) and (3.3) by <f>, and using these equations again we have, which in view of (3.2) and (3.3) gives G(<j>BX, K p ) = G(BX, BU P ), (3.8) up(X) = g(X,U p ).
Let ot = 0. Then equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8) show that the structure {P, g, U p , up, (p = 1,2,...,r)} is an almost para-r contact metric structure. Hence the theorem. Definition 3.
1.
An almost para-r contact Hieraannian manifold will be said to be a para-r cosymplectic manifold if An almost para-r contact Riemannian manifold will be said to be a nearly para-r cosymplectic manifold if In a nearly para-r cosymplectio manifold, equation (3.10) also holds.
Proof. Equation (3.12) is equivalent to Now putting X = U p in (3.13), we obtain
The Theorem follows from (3.14) ar,-d (3«15).
The o r e m 3.5. Let H bo the fundamental tensor of the second kind of the almost para-r cosymplectic hypersurface M n+r_1 of the almost product Riemannian manifold M n+r . Then the necessary and sufficient condition that M n+r be para-r cosymplectic is that M n+r~1 is totally geodesio.
Gauss and Weingarten equations yields [2] ,[3 Thus the theorem follows.
